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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

COMPANY:

Red-X Medical

INDUSTRY:

Custom Manufacturing

BUSINESS CHALLENGE/NEEDS:

•  Inventory control across large distributor 

network

• Inaccurate, slow work orders

• Custom parts and work orders

• QuickBooks accounting integration

SOLUTION:

•   Fishbowl Warehouse integrated with 

QuickBooks

RESULTS:

•   Monitor inventory levels in real time across 

multiple locations

•   Easily generate complete, customized work 

orders, with enumerated parts and pricing

•   Advanced QuickBooks integration

•   Flexible, cost-effective inventory reorder and 

order-up-to points

RED-X MEDICAL

C A S E  S T U D Y

R ed-X Medical, Inc. is located in Miami, Florida and is quickly 

becoming one of the top distributors in the Pharmaceutical 

industry. Red-X became a member of Fishbowl’s customer base in Janu-

ary of 2005. Upon implementation of Fishbowl, Red-X noticed how 

effortlessly their day-to-day processes streamlined and was thankful 

to now have a real time inventory software system.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE & NEEDS

R ed-X found itself rapidly expanding and needed an inventory 

software to integrate with QuickBooks and accomplish their day-

to-day processes. In addition, it was vital to have inventory software that 

could track lot numbers in order to keep up with industry standards. Edwin, 

President of Red-X, stated, “We needed a reliable system where sales reps 

could view real time inventory, a one-stop-shop to accomplish all of our 

daily tasks.” Furthermore, Red-X knew it would benefit from Fishbowl’s SDK 

(Software Development Kit) 

allowing them to have third 

party integration. Red-X was 

looking for a complete inven-

tory software program.

THE SOLUTION

F ishbowl Warehouse 

became attractive to 

Red-X when they realized 

their need to track parts by 

lot numbers. Each Red-X 

part now has a lot number 

attached with the ability of 

RED X MEDICAL

RED-X MEDICAL SAVED $60,000 AND HUNDREDS 

OF MAN-HOURS IN THEIR FIRST YEAR OF USING 

FISHBOWL’S INVENTORY CONTROL FEATURES



Sign up for a personalized product overview by calling 1.800.774.7085 ext. 2   

or visit our website at www.fishbowlinventory.com
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C A S E  S T U D Y

adding expiration date tracking as well. In addition, every sales rep now views real 

time inventory, sells products they have on hand, and lets customers know when 

their products can be received. Fishbowl was also enticing as an inventory software 

program, because Red-X needed an application that would allow for third party 

integration. With third party interface Red-X can comply with Pedigree laws and 

input necessary pedigree documentation for each product. Fishbowl became the 

complete inventory software system Red-X was looking for; giving them software 

they can count on. Edwin summed up his thoughts saying, “Without Fishbowl things 

would have been difficult.”

 

THE RESULTS

A fter implementing Fishbowl Warehouse, Red-X was thrilled that Fishbowl was exactly what they had hoped for. Their daily 

processes were streamlined into one effective system. In addition, Red-X President, Edwin, acknowledged that they have saved 

roughly $60,000 dollars and hundreds of hours of work throughout the year. Also, they now need fewer employees because Fishbowl 

is filling those roles, allowing employees to focus on other aspects of the company. Red-X recommends Fishbowl to anyone in the 

Pharmaceutical industry who is looking for a total inventory software program.

ABOUT FISHBOWL 

Fishbowl’s business automation platform is the No. 1 requested manufacturing and warehouse management solution for QuickBooks 

users, and it is also a popular standalone solution for organizations or enterprises looking to track assets. For QuickBooks users, it 

provides the same advanced features and flexibility larger organizations enjoy, but at a fraction of the cost.


